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Objectives 

 Identify role of testing in the Software Development 
Lifecycle 

 Purpose of clinical user acceptance testing (cUAT) 
 Describe cUAT methodology 



  
 

   “As we strive to implement the new features of our  
applications, there is one thing we can say with  

absolute certainty – that at the same time,  
we also introduce new defects” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Watkins, J. Mills, S. Testing It,  An off-the-Shelf Software Testing Process. second edition. Cambridge University Press, 2011  

The truth about software development 



Software Testing 
 
 

 Makes sure a program is developed to specifications 
 Finds defects in the software 
 Provides assurance and confidence that the system works 

correctly 
 Demonstrates the limits of the system before it fails 
 Validates that the software meets the customer’s 

expectations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Watkins, J. Mills, S. Testing It,  An off-the-Shelf Software Testing Process. second edition. Cambridge University Press, 2011  

 



Testing in the Software Development Lifecycle 



Testing in Agile Software Development 

 Test early and often  
 Collaborate with the development team 
 Confirms requirements 
 Measures progress for working software 



Verification - Are we building the product 
right? 

  

Verification:  determines whether the products of a given 
development phase satisfies the conditions imposed at the start of 
the that phase.  

   
     
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IEEE -  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
http://agile.csc.ncsu.edu/SEMaterials/IntrotoTesting.pdf 
 

 

 “I landed on “Go” and did 
not get my $200” 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Validation - Are we building the right product? 
 

Validation: determines whether software satisfies specified 
requirements – meets the customer’s expectations 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IEEE -  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
http://agile.csc.ncsu.edu/SEMaterials/IntrotoTesting.pdf 
 

 

“I know this game has money, 
players and “Go”, but this is not 

the game I wanted”  



   Principles of Software Testing 

1. Finding defects reduces risk of software  failure 
 
2. Test both the “happy” and “unhappy” paths to reduce risk 
 

3. Static testing (documentation) contributes to risk reduction 
 

4. First priority for testing should focus on the highest risks in the product 
 

5. Second priority for testing should focus on the most frequent business use 
 

6. Test the system the way customers will use it 
 

Everett, G. McLeod,Jr, R. Software Testing. Testing Across the Entire Software Development Life Cycle. IEEE Press. Wiley –
Interscience, 2007  



Traditional  Testing        cUAT Testing 

One test case to one test objective 

Buwalda, Hans. Soap Opera Testing, Better Software, February 2004 

      One scenario to many objectives  



Clinical User Acceptance Testing (cUAT) 
 One type of user acceptance testing  
 Validates that the system functions as designed and meets 

the customer requirements 
 Makes certain the clinical workflow meets the user’s needs 
 Ensures clinical accuracy by creating, executing and 

validating user workflows by clinical experts 
 Focuses on high risk scenarios to ensure patient safety 
 Identifies  and develops strategies to mitigate patient risk 
 Critical in “Go Live” decision 

 



 cUAT: Scenario Tests 
Five characteristics of a good scenario 
 Based on a story on how the application is used  
 It is motivating to a stakeholder– if a scenario failed it would get 

fixed 
 The scenario is believable – it will probably happen 
 Involves complex functionality of the system 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kaner, Cem. “On Scenario Testing”. STGE. Sept/October. 2003 p16-22. www.stqemagazine.com 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Scenario Testing: Soap Operas 

 
Remember “One Life to Live” and “Days of Our Lives” 

 
Sam marries 
Has 3 children 
Loses job 
Wife dies 
Starts a new job 
Gets re-married 
Has 3 more children  
Meets his high school sweetheart 
Has an affair 
Has 3 more children 
Wife files for divorce 
Marries her high school sweetheart 
Has 3 more children 



Soap Opera Testing 
 

 Scenarios are based on real life experiences of the customer but 
shortened and exaggerated and at a much faster pace. 

 Soap opera testing has one set of characters who experience different 
events (episodes).  

 It is a real life scenario that combines all of the key functionality of 
the system. 

 The stories are creative, imaginative and fun! 
 Scenarios are created by putting yourself in the role of the person 

using the system. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buwalda, Hans. Soap Opera Testing, Better Software, February 2004 

 



Case Study: Mobile Health 



 Mobile Health Application Platform Features 

Clinical Decision Support 
•Outcomes based Support 
•Clinical Analysis  
and Trends 
•Supports EMR  
“Meaningful Use” 
 

Patient Coach 
• Care Plan Support 
• Real-time Coaching 
• Out-of-bounds Alerts 
• Metabolic Target  

Ranges 
• Caregiver Alerts  

and Support 
• Testing & Medication  

Adherence 

Expert System 
• Evidence-based  

Guidelines Integration 
• Event/Alert Tracking 
• Predictive Modeling 
• Longitudinal Tracking 

Secure  
Cloud-based  

Analytics 

Patient 
Enterprise Tools 
• Patient Stratification 
• Population Management 
• Multi-Disease 

Management 
• Reporting Tools 

Provider Care Coordinator 

Mobile  &  Web 

FAX, Web, & EHR 

Web Portal 



Methodology for cUAT 
1. Identify test objectives (goals) based on key system 

functionality and workflows.  
2. Identify the actors in the system and the impact and the intent 

of the functionality for each actor. 
3. Create detailed test scenarios, preconditions and pass/fail 

criteria. 
4. Identify testing constraints  such as project timelines. 
5. Determine dependencies such as test case creation time, 

clinical testing team training; setting up test environment 
including mobile devices. 

6. Identify entry and exit criteria – test case approval  and % of 
defects or workflow issues identified. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



   Scenario   
Linda’s doctor prescribed an insulin to carb ratio at each meal. The doctor told her to 
check her blood sugar before taking her insulin. It’s dinner time and she is feeling a 
little shaky. When she checks her BG, it is 45 mg/dL . She enters the number into the 
mobile diabetes app. The app immediately gives Linda information about her very 
low BG value. This is the first time she has had a low BG and she is not sure  what to 
do. She has been drinking a diet soda but the app is showing her information about 
the “15-15 rule” -  take fast acting carbs and recheck her BG in 15 minutes. She is 
not really sure what a fast acting carb is but sees pictures of apple juice and regular 
soda on the diabetes app. She goes to the frig and takes out the apple juice and 
drinks ½ cup.  After drinking her juice, she notices that the app has a timer that is 
counting down from 15 minutes. The phone rings. Her son Bill was just notified by 
the app by a text message that her blood sugar was 45 mg/dL and wanted to know if 
she was alright. She told Bill she was feeling better after drinking some apple juice 
but will recheck her BG in 15 minutes and call him back.  A few minutes later her 
case manager, Judy, sends a message to the phone with educational information 
about the causes of low BG . Judy said the mobile diabetes app notified her that she 
had a very low BG. The timer goes off on the mobile phone to remind Linda to 
recheck her BG. Linda rechecks her blood sugar and enters a BG of 125 mg/dL into 
the mobile app. The app displays a coaching  message on what a great job she did 
fixing her low BG.  She gets another message later in the day from the diabetes app 
with information about taking short acting insulin 



Test Cases 
 User adds: 

  short acting insulin medication with a calculation 
  short acting insulin medication and the system messages the 

user 
 User enters: 

  critical low BG and system informs the user to take action  
  critical low BG and system sets a recheck timer  
  critical low BG and the system informs the Case Manager 
  critical low BG and the system informs the Support Person 

 System recheck timer counts down from 15:00 min to 00:00 
min and informs the user 

 User enters a recheck BG value > 69 mg/dL and system 
messages the user 
 
 
 



   Scenario   
Linda’s doctor prescribed an insulin to carb ratio at each meal. The doctor told her to 
check her blood sugar before taking her insulin. It’s dinner time and she is feeling a 
little shaky. When she checks her BG, it is 45 mg/dL. She enters the number into 
the mobile diabetes app. The app immediately gives Linda information about her 
very low BG value. This is the first time she has had a low BG and she is not sure  
what to do. She has been drinking a diet soda but the app is showing her information 
about the “15-15 rule” -  take fast acting carbs and recheck her BG in 15 minutes. 
She is not really sure what a fast acting carb is but sees pictures of apple juice and 
regular soda on the diabetes app. She goes to the frig and takes out the apple juice 
and drinks ½ cup.  After drinking her juice, she notices that the app has a timer that 
is counting down from 15 minutes. The phone rings. Her son Bill was just notified by 
the app by a text message that her blood sugar was 45 mg/dL and wanted to know if 
she was alright. She told Bill she was feeling better after drinking some apple juice 
but will recheck her BG in 15 minutes and call him back.  A few minutes later her 
case manager, Judy, sends a message to the phone with educational information 
about the causes of low BG . Judy  said the mobile diabetes app notified her that she 
had a very low BG. The timer goes off on the mobile phone to remind Linda to 
recheck her BG. Linda rechecks her blood sugar and enters a BG of 125 mg/dL into 
the mobile app. The app displays a coaching  message on what a great job she did 
fixing her low BG.  She gets another message later in the day from the diabetes app 
with information about taking short acting insulin.  



ID Scenario User  workflow Test data Verify  Result 

1.  User enters a 
low BG and 
confirms the 
value 

 

1. Access mobile 
device 

2. Enter a BG <51 
mg/dL 

3. View  
“Confirmation” 
screen 
 
 

BG value 
45 mg/dL 
Date: 3/12/12 
Time: 5:00PM 
Reading type: 
Dinner 

Verify: 
1.  System saves 

correct BG  
value, date and 
time and 
reading type 

2. System informs  
user to confirm 
the  BG value 

Pass 

cUAT Test Case 



 Test Case Finding 



cUAT Outcomes 

 75 Clinical UAT test scenarios were created  
 Scenarios incorporated user workflows for system users: 

Administrator, Case Manager and Patient 
 Tests were executed over a 5 day period on 8 mobile devices by a 

team of 8 SME’s and clinical analysts at the end of March, 2012 
 Results of validation testing revealed no significant patient risk 

or user workflow issues  
 Testing confirmed the product was ready for the customer 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Conclusion 

 UAT ensures that a software product meets the customer 
requirements. 

 cUAT identifies and mitigates patient risks and validates end 
user workflows. 

 Provides opportunities for nurses to leverage their clinical 
knowledge and experience to inform robust technology design. 
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